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Proposal, Site and Surroundings

On the 15th December 2021 a provisional Tree Preservation Order was placed on a
single Beech tree in the rear garden of The Swallows 1 Browning Road Worthing.
The order was made following application AWDM/2036/21 to fell and replace one
Beech tree in the Shakespeare Road Conservation Area, so as to retain the tree and
have further control of any works that may be requested in the future. The
application was withdrawn on 23rd November 2021, prior to the TPO being served.

Relevant Planning History

2021: Section 211 Notice under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to fell and
replace one Beech tree in the Shakespeare Road Conservation Area.

Consultations

None

Representations

Two representations have been received, one from the owners and one from Martin
Dobson Associates Arboricultural Consultants, who are acting as the owners Agents.
The owners letter was:

We are in receipt of your hand delivered letter dated 15th December 2021.

We would begin this reply by making our full objections to your plans to place a TPO
on a tree that is positioned in our rear garden.

We have just purchased 1 Browning Road, the property transaction completed 20th
October 2021.

Prior to us purchasing this property we contacted Worthing & Adur planning
department in June 2021 to make our enquiries before we proceeded to place an
offer on the property.

First of all we wanted to understand that the property was within a Conservation
area, secondly we also enquired if the property was entitled to any permitted
development rights being in a conservation area and lastly we wanted to know if the
tree in the back garden of the property had a TPO.

We were informed by your department in a reply email dated June 15th 2021
permitted development rights are not in tact but it would be advisable that we apply
for a Certificate of Lawfulness or Householder application for any works.

We were also informed the tree in the rear garden did not have a TPO on it.

Having received this advice we proceeded to purchase the property. We then had a
couple of arboriculturists over to advise us on the tree as we were considering
several options. The Director John Thwaite of D&T Tree surgery verbally advised us



that the tree is in ill health and at most likely had only another 10 years left in it, he
then advised us to put in an application to fell the tree and suggested we plant a
healthy tree somewhere else in the garden in replacement which is not so close to
our house foundations so not to cause any future harm or concern to where it’s roots
may lay.

Having taken the arboriculturist advice we had the application made on our behalf to
fell the tree submitted to your department on the 5th November 2021 by D&T Tree
surgery.

We then received an unannounced visit in person by Jeremy Sergeant on or around
18th November 2021 who we discovered is the Tree Planning Officer. We invited him
in to have a look at the tree and he said that if he allowed us to take the tree down
he wouldn’t be doing his job, he also said the roots will cause no harm to our house
foundations as Beech tree roots always go around and find their way but not through
things. Mr Sargeant also went on to say that if we withdrew the application he would
not proceed to place a TPO on the tree. We took everything Mr Sargeant advised
and said into consideration, we then decided we could live with the tree knowing that
in his expert opinion stating the roots cause no harm to our property, so at his word
we then withdrew the application on 9th December 2021.

However on December 15th, we received the letter delivered by Jeremy Sargeant in
person saying your intention to place a TPO on the tree and giving no further
detailed explanation as to why he retracted on his advice to us and also give no valid
or consultive reason why this Tree should have a TPO placed on it. We have taken
the Planning Officers advice to withdraw the application, we do not intend to carry
out any works to the tree. This course of action has caused us financial and stress
discomfort and we will be making our objections formally.

We find this behaviour very aggressive in the way this issue has been handled and
upsetting.

In the letter it states we have until Jan 18th 2022 to respond to the notice, given that
it was hand delivered by Jeremy just before the Christmas and New year holidays
this has left us little time to seek appropriate representation.

We are writing to you today, to let you know we fully object to your TPO intentions as
we have followed your Officers advice, we have found an expert representative who
will be in touch with you imminently.

A full report was also received from Martin Dobson Associates Arboricultural
Consultants which states that the tree has some defects, such as damage and decay
in the main crown, hollowing in the base and Gamoderma (fruiting body) at its base
on the eastern side. It is recommended in the report that the tree is regularly
pollarded to the existing points, and suggests that it has a foreseeable future of
between 10 to 20 years. The report also argues that as the tree is not fully visible
from the public road it is not worthy of being protected.



Relevant Planning Policies and Guidance

Worthing Core Strategy (2011):

National Planning Policy Framework

Circular 04/07 ‘Tree Preservation Orders: A Guide to the Law and Good Practice’
(DETR 2000)

Planning Assessment

The Tree Preservation Order is considered necessary to ensure that any future
works can be considered and, if required, amended by the Local Planning Authority.
Applications for works to non preserved trees in a Conservation Area cannot be
given conditions or amendments. Although Conservation Area applications are
occasionally withdrawn with no further action from the Council, in this case it was
considered appropriate to serve a Tree Preservation Order as some works are likely
to be imminent (given that the Arboricultural Report identifies the need for regular
pollarding) and as such Worthing Council would wish to ensure that any such works
are carried out in an appropriate manner with the imposition of conditions if
necessary.

Although it is less common to place Tree Preservation Orders on trees in rear
gardens, normally because they have less public views, however in this case the
tree is clearly visible from the road and provides a backdrop to the surrounding
properties.

The Tree Prevention Order is to ensure that any future works can be assessed by
the Local Planning Authority. It is recommended that in the interests of local amenity,
the Tree Preservation Order  is confirmed.



AWDM 2036-21 1 Browning Rd Beech from north



AWDM 2036-21 1 Browning Rd Beech from West

Recommendation

That Worthing Tree Preservation Order Number 7 of 2021 be confirmed as
made.




